
You must make a decision today, who are you going to serve--God or man.

“Now therefore, fear the LORD, serve Him in sincerity and in truth, and put
away the gods which your fathers served on the other side of the River and
in Egypt. Serve the LORD!

JOSHUA 24:14(NKJ)

rophesy #2 (continued) Paradigm Shift. Please read Prophesy #2,
December 2, 2007 before proceeding. Thanks.

Christian Americans and Americans in general have fallen into idolatry,
hedonism, necromancy, pornography, immorality, greed, avarice, evil ways. Not
all, but many who profess to be Christian, but are truly not – not in action, but in
name only.

God will move on this group (in this case a country, USA) as it did against Israel
and Solomon. I never could figure out the “model” of the divided heart because
this model requires two kingdoms splitting from one or two armies from the initial
kingdom. I tried to apply the “model” to the Civil War in America. It did not work.
This is now so in America. In old Babylon, in Iraq – there are 190,000 contracted
soldiers (retired US regular Army, neo-nazis, disenfranchised whites, poor
whites, Army rejects, etc; you can only imagine) in a private army helping
soldiers in the US army do their job. Or are they? What is going to happen when
there is no more war? When they come home—who do they fight then? They are
getting paid six (6) times what US regular soldiers are getting paid—by the way,
my tax dollars and your tax dollars go to pay for them-- instead of being directed
towards education, healthcare, nor any good thing, you and I fund an illicit private
army. And how do you think US regular Army soldiers feel towards this rogue
army? And by the way, there are over 630 million automatic weapons in
circulation in the world. Imagine that.

Now the stage is set. US Defense Contractors now have an army at their
disposal – actually, anyone does who has the money to purchase their services.
Now there is a private army which is as well armed as the US Army and maybe
better armed—with access to military logistics. So now the divided heart (the
heart of a nation) can bring the divided kingdom (a nation divided in warfare)
against itself. Watch this model as it unfolds.

If it couldn’t get in your face any bigger than this, let me tell you… the demons
are bold. They are in your face and you do not see them. What is the name of
America’s most favorite television (tell a lie through vision) show? AMERICAN
IDOL.

Wow, that was lot. We begin again here.
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We can see in today’s headlines how soldiers coming back from Iraq are at war
with themselves and with society at large. This is to be expected from soldiers
coming home, the professionals will say. When it becomes more than normal,
then listen then to what they have to say. But know this: “Do not be deceived,
God is not mocked; what a man sows, that he will also reap.” Galatians 6:7
(NKJ) Americans are sowing in Old Babylon.

For the new age “Christians” or folk, you can call it “Karma,” but whatever you
call it, the event horizon is here—it has begun. But we cannot see it because of
the camouflage—we are focused on other things… like a tax cut that is designed
to take your focus away from the truth. And the truth is a tax cut will do nothing
for the economy. Imagine a circle of friends with a fixed amount of money. We
can pass the money among ourselves, but no one in the group gets any more
money than that which is in the circle. The only way for money to increase in that
circle (and hold its value—meaning more not being printed) is for money to come
from outside the circle. This is economics 101 and the elect know it; the
intellectuals know it as well. They are “blowing smoke up your behinds,” while
they prepare to go into Iran. The news bureaus are their spokespersons keeping
you in the dark with “Fa-la-la.” See Robin at CNN and listen to the smoke coming
out of her mouth, “What do you want me to say? Fa-la-la? Okay, Fa-la-la.” But
she is so cute doing it.

Okay, here we go. There has been a paradigm shift in the United States
leadership. Paradigm: A model or pattern.

See Prophesy #1, December 2, 2008. Daily Devotional Archives. If the earth’s
wobble stops and there are world-wide catastrophes in the nature of the
Indonesian tsunami(s), then world oil production and distribution would be
interrupted or positioned to take years to recover. If the world scientists attest to
this natural event, which they do (earth wobble stop; scheduled for December 21,
2012 that happens every 13,000 years), then the leader of the “most powerful”
nation on earth would have to change the PARADIGM under which he and his
nation operated. He would have to do things which would ensure the protection
of the production, distribution, and obtaining the precious oil which industrialized
nations use to move world societies forward. (Or that is the belief.)

As the “tax cut” idea goes, so goes many other matters of national security
interests, i.e., “blowing smoke.” You are not going to be told what is going on,
what is really happening now until you read it in the US National Archives—after
the fact, years from now. This is prophecy—here it comes.

The Bush family and major oil has been in bed with the Saudi Arabian leaders for
decades. These are millionaires who want to keep their millions no matter the



cost to others. The Saudis have the oil, the industrialized nations led by the U.S.
use the oil; all others being pawns in their game. So it would take a dramatic
event to get the American people to go along with taking oil fields from the
Middle East without a cause. The potential “earth wobble” disasters could not be
presented to the public because it would have the same reaction you are having
to these words right now--DISBELIEF. Therefore something else had to be
formalized to get American people to form a united front.

Once in place—the united front—then almost any plan—to include but not limited
to military action--which would be easily implemented and carried out with the
U.S. public stamp of approval. Weapons of Mass Destruction was “smoke blown”
you know where…fooling even the elect. A staged disaster killing 10,000 people
would be okay with this new paradigm because millions have the potential to be
killed by the wobble event.

The plan is to secure the oil fields in the Middle East. So now there is another
“smoke blowing” trick taking place concerning Iran. And yet another “smoke
blowing” trick will announce our attempts to take Kuwait’s oil fields. Watch this
unfold before your eyes. Before Kuwait is taken and after Iran is initially attacked-
-Russia and China will not stand by to watch all this happen. China will put on the
economic squeeze and Russia will offer a military challenge here at home (since
our home is left undefended with most troops away). They will able to have initial
successes because we will be in internal guerilla conflict between those who
have come back from the war with automatic weapons. (Minorities and Hebrews
beware.) All of this is coming soon… very soon. World War Three is upon us, it
has started and you do not see it because people have accepted what
governments tell them. (there is more…)
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